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About This Game

Do you ever dream of being able to drive a car off-road, extremely, driving over huge rocks or obstacles?
Ultimate Rock Crawler lets you become an instant Off Road Rock Crawling Champion.

Rock crawling is an extreme form of off road driving using modified vehicles to overcome obstacles. Drivers drive four-wheel-
drive vehicles over very harsh terrain. Driving locations include boulders, mountain foothills, rock piles, mountain trails.

Rock crawling is about slow-speed, careful and precise driving, through large gear reductions in the vehicles drive train. Rock
crawlers often drive up, down and across obstacles that would appear impassable.

In the game you have to earn creds by driving, the more you drive and earn the more you can keep your rig serviced and
eventually upgrade in the garage area, the recommended upgrade is to go to the big tires with the best tire option, with this you'll
be able to complete any challenge. You can even perform a mini self service which costs nothing, such fill water, oil check and

similar.

View the online getting started video:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YBMPpON21Y8
Short example video of how you can play once you have big tire upgrade, which is recommended to get asap:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ovVGnQmR3yk

Just like in real life crawling this game lets you choose different routes that are of varying difficulty, Red or Yellow Routes. The
faster you complete the route you choose the better, and uniquely the lower score is the best score. It will take much skill and
practice, careful use of steering , camera angles/views and accelerator to complete courses to achieve a best score in this open

world off road game.
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Features such as in car cameras, different body designs and car configuration options, realistic physics and graphics, full
independent suspension, control the suspension height, 4wd, winch, unique and challenging locations sets this game apart,

includes a level editor, there is no other game like it. Designed to be playable, with simple controls and just have fun or try be
serious and get best scores.

Use the built in level editor to make your own courses or challenges.
Most important of all, I wish you to have fun with it.
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Title: Ultimate Rock Crawler
Genre: Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
khos85
Publisher:
khos85
Release Date: 25 Jan, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 7

Processor: i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD5000 equivalent

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: n/a

Additional Notes: Tested on Intel HD5000 - minimal low graphic option settings used
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ultimate rock crawler mod apk. ultimate rock crawler free download. ultimate rock crawler video game. ultimate rc rock
crawler. ultimate rock crawler rc. ultimate rock crawler ps4. ultimate rock crawler xbox one. ultimate rock crawler. ultimate
rock crawler pc. ultimate rock crawler game

Crap in its Purest Form.. buy spin tires instead.this is dumb crap.. This game can't crawl over the mountain of problems in it.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NEg_NGvqDsA. buy spin tires instead.this is dumb crap.. I had good hopes for this
game......
And i gave it a chance. It fales on much perspectives and gameplay.
There is work to do on this game guys! Make it work!. A very nice game.. I\u00b4ll think the game will get better soon.
Please fix the Shop bug .... (I\u00b4ll buy stuff and in the next turn some already bought intems are gone and i\u00b4ll need to
pay for them again ....) Please fix that!!!!

All in all its a funny game!. A very nice game.
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1\/10, would not recommend. The camera is quite glicthy and the Depth of Field is so bad, even the menus are blurry.. This
game had so much potential, unfortunately it was spoilt by very glitchy graphics where rocks would vanish as you were driving
over them, only to reappear as your about to go over a steep edge, added to this, certain upgrades disappear when you add new
ones, for example, returning your vehicle to standard small tires once you add higher suspension. Also the hint system to show
you which direction the next checkpoint is, is also very flawed. Very disappointed in this game, save your money.. Dont buy this
game buy Spin Tires and get some good truck mods and maps to go with them. WORST GAME IN THE WORLD COULD
NOT GET ANY WORSE!!!!>:(. Great game, lots of fun and lots of huge potential, i totally recommend it !. Great game, lots of
fun and lots of huge potential, i totally recommend it !. With recent updates, this game has become so much more fun. With a
few more fixes it could be great.
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